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ACID CONDENSATE NEUTRALIZER 

NEUTRAL PRO 

 

 

 

Acid condensate neutralizer for boilers 

Designed for boilers up to 35Kw 

Transparent body for a easy check 

Air drain in conformity to UNI 7129-05 

Quick and easy refill 

Prevent pipes from corrosion  

Compact and easy to install 

Wall fixing kit included 

Two set of calcium carbonate refill included 

 

 

 

Item N Size L H H1 

H152N.35 3/4” x 20 180 163 135 
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INSTALLATION 

The NEUTRAL PRO neutralizer is the ideal and easy-to-install solution to allow the acid condensate produced 

by condensing boilers to drain without damaging pipes, sinks and gutters. 

Thanks to the 20mm adjustable hose connectors, it can be easily installed directly under the boiler or in any 

other position that allows correct operation, keeping the inlet connection upwards and the outlet 

downwards; the wall fixing kit is supplied with the product. 

 For correct operation, the NEUTRAL PRO Neutralizer must always be mounted in a vertical position: 

          

 

HO TO REFILL 

The chemical neutralization is guaranteed by the calcium carbonate (CaCO3); two refill kits are included in 

the package. 

Thanks to the transparent body, it is easy and intuitive to verify the need to insert a new set of neutralizing 

substance; the neutralizing substance must still be replaced at least once a year even if not completely 

exhausted. 

 

 
Rubinetteria Malgorani Pietro SRL reserves the right to make improvements and changes to the products described and the related technical data at any time and 
without notice: always refer to the instructions attached to the supplied components, this sheet is an aid if they are too schematic. For any doubts, problems or 
clarifications, our technical office is always available.  

 


